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is a book developed by the seeker, for the seeker.     
In loving thanks, this work is given as a freewill in surrender offering to divine love for the 

blessing of ascension into wholeness through oneness.   Freewill surrender and participation in the 
humility of divine inspiration expressed in creative thought and intuition, is the vehicle for this work.   

The lessons of this message of universal wholeness are being presented as a series of 
portraits, and poetry  using ancient wisdom tools of color, form, harmonics and sacred geometry.  
Through the use of these tools,  I/Eve speaks to the wholeness of the divine human being on the 
most primordial and primal levels which ultimately speak to the most conscious of awareness’s.     

Through examination and surrender,  the ego is able get out of the way and hear the call of 
the soul.  As the soul and ego meet, communion through acceptance, compassion through 
understanding, co-operation through allowance  meet and merge in the co-creative flow of the Divine 
Human Being in the One Intention of Being In Love.   

I, meaning spirit (life force energy) and Eve, meaning soul (matter), merge to create from the 
most inner level to the most outer levels of existence.  This book is intended to be a guide, a map, for 
those on the pathway of spiritual enlightenment.   This work is a consideration of the passages of the 
being in life as ego/soul in simplicity of words,  forms,  color and shape. 

 
May this work bring joy as the light of your path. 
Blessings of peace and wholeness, 
Willow 
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Essential being, I/Eve as the mind of loveEssential being, I/Eve as the mind of loveEssential being, I/Eve as the mind of loveEssential being, I/Eve as the mind of love, enters the wholistic process of evolutional 
transformation of the divine human being.      

I/Eve represents the fullest understanding of self meeting Self through the integration of 
the mind, body, emotion and soul within the spirit of oneness.   

I/EveI/EveI/EveI/Eve  shares the new codes of Being inlove as the keys for fullest enlightenment in unity. 
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